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strong effect, a real actio* with a basso-relievo of
attitudes; an overwhelming scene, this he now
proceeds to elaborate more deeply, and out of it
he draws his characters The whole of what remains
to be done follows of itself, fully in keeping with a
technical economy which has no reason to be subtle.
It is not Corneille's public that Wagner has to con-
sider, it is merely the nineteenth century Con-
cerning the "actual requirements of the stage"
Wagner would have about the same opinion as any
other actor of to-day. a series of powerful scenes,
each stronger than the one that preceded it,—and,
in between, all kinds of clever nonsense His first
concern is to guarantee the effect of his work; he
begins with the third act, he approves his work
according to the quality of its final effect Guided
by this sort of understanding of the stage, there is
not much danger of one's creating a drama unawares.
Drama demands inexorable logic: but what did
Wagner care about logic ? Again I say, it was not
Corneille's public that he had to consider; but
* Note.—It was a real disaster for aesthetics when the
word drama got to be translated by " action " Wagner is
not the only culprit here , the whole world does the same ,—
even the philologists who ought to know better. What
ancient drama had m view was grand pathetic scenes,—it
even excluded action (or placed it before the piece or behind
the scenes) The word drama is of Done origin, and
according to the usage of the Dorian language it meant
"event," "history,"—both words in a hieratic sense. The
oldest drama represented local legends, "sacred histoiy,"
upon which the foundation of the cult rested (—thus it was
not "action," but fatality Bpoiv m Doric has nothing to do
with action).

